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Abstract—We address the issue of low complexity linear
equalization for cyclic-prefix (CP) and zero-padded (ZP) block
transmissions (OFDM). While cyclic-prefix (CP) OFDM does
not exploit frequency diversity offered by multipath fading,
use of appropriate redundant linear precoding permits a linear
equalizer (LE) to benefit from full diversity in the frequency
selective channel [1]. We exploitexcess time of block transmission
(TX) for low-complexity (and full-diversity) linear equal ization.
Relying on specific structure in the TX scheme, it is shown that
excess time can take different forms and impacts diversity order
of linear (block) equalization at the receiver (RX). We focus
on frequency selective channels and revisit full-diversity low-
complexity LE for the ZP case. We discuss special cases of ZP-
OFDM with excess time that admit full-diversity LE and draw
parallels with the standard ZP case.

Index Terms—Block Transmission, Diversity Order, Linear
Equalization, Fading Channels

I. I NTRODUCTION

Frequency selective fading provides multipath diversity due
to the presence of multiple independently fading components.
OFDM converts the frequency selective channel into indepen-
dent flat-fading parallel channels corresponding to the number
of subcarriers in the OFDM system. CP-OFDM is based on the
principle that CP imposes a circulant structure on the resultant
channel matrix. The IDFT and DFT transform pair used to
separate the broadband transmission into parallel narrowband
channels effectively diagonalises this channel thus paving the
way for simple equalization techniques followed by symbol-
by-symbol detection. The price paid for low complexity signal
processing is a complete loss of multipath diversity.

In CP-OFDM frequency diversity does not get exploited
with LE. Redundant linear precoding however remedies this
completely as shown in [1]. A linear precoder is said to be
of redundancyp if it mixes N − p OFDM symbols overN
tones. It has been shown in [1] that as long as the precoding
introduces redundancy greater than the maximum degree of
singularity L that the channel can suffer (without becoming
completely zero), the LE allows full diversity. Indeed, theFIR
SISO channel can show zeros at most onL tones. If more zeros
would appear, then the whole channel impulse response is
zero. ZP, being an instance of linear-precoding, achieves full-
diversity with LE, where the Toeplitz structure of the channel
matrix always guarantees full column rank until the entire
channel response is zero! In practical systems, the problem
is the complexity of LE that involves inverses of matrices

of degreeN . [2] proposes low-complexity solutions, among
which one at the expense of full-diversity.

In this paper, we study the performance of linear equaliz-
ers for CP-OFDM and ZP-OFDM over frequency selective
channels. In the first instance, we draw attention to the
relationship between LE for ZP-OFDM and for CP-OFDM.
With this relation, we are able to obtain a low-complexity
implementation of full-diversity LE for ZP-OFDM.Excess-
time in block TX is the extra time available for TX of an
(OFDM) symbol across the channel. This is usually a guard-
time (cyclic prefix longer than channel length) or trailing
zeros as in the case of ZP-OFDM where the tail coefficients
of the channel allow the signal to taper-off and thus avoid
inter-symbol interference. We show that while excess time
in ZP leads to the desirable diversity benefit, excess time
in improves performance (coding gain) in CP but does not
provide diversity order benefits. It is shown that a special case
of ZP-OFDM that exploits knowledge of channel length at TX
enables low-complexity and full-diversity linear equalization
at the receiver.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Consider aN -subcarrier OFDM system. At the transmitter,
complex-modulated symbols are parsed into aN -length com-
plex symbol vectors = [s(0), s(1), . . . , s(N −1)]T consisting
of symbols that are to be transmitted onN subcarriers. After
passing through an IDFT block, depending on the transmission
scheme, a guard period of lengthG ≥ L is either pre-pended
or post-pended to the signal to obtain aP -length OFDM
symbol that can be expressed as

x = CFHs, (1)

whereP = (N + G), L is the maximum delay spread of the
channel,F is the standardN×N Fourier matrix whose entries
are given by[F]n,k = e−j2πkn/N and C is a P × N matrix
that represents an appropriate guard period insertion before
transmission. LetHt denote the Toeplitz structured channel
matrix in time domain with[h0, h1, . . . , hL−1,0(1×P−L)]

T as
its first column. Then, in general, at the receiver, the equivalent
channel matrixHeq can be expressed as

Heq = DHtC, (2)



The matrix pairC and D together determine the dimensions
and properties of the equivalent channel matrix (and hence the
received signal) based on a given transmission scheme.

For the CP-OFDM case,C is aP×N matrix that represents
the operation of CP insertion at the transmitter andD is a
N ×P matrix that represents full CP removal at the receiver.
Their combined effect is to renderHeq circulant. In the case of
ZP-OFDM,C is aP ×N matrix that represents the operation
of ZP post-fix tos̃ = FHs andD is simply an identity matrix
IP . The effect of the matrix pair here is to completely remove
inter-block-interference (IBI) in the received block while also
promising invertibility of Heq. We can now readily represent
the input signal at the receiver due to thejth transmit block
as

r [j] = DHtCFHs[j] + v[j], (3)

wheres[j] = [s(jN +0), s(jN +1), . . . , s(jN +N−1)]T and
v[j] is a zero-mean AWGN vector whose entries have variance
σ2

v .
III. L OW COMPLEXITY LINEAR EQUALIZATION

In this section we discuss multipath diversity of low-
complexity linear equalizers in frequency selective channels.
Since we consider block transmission schemes, we omit the
block indexj since processing is on a block-by-block basis.

A. Zero-Padded OFDM

For ZP-OFDM theC matrix in Eq. (2) is denoted asCzp

and is expressed asCzp = [IN 0]T where0 is a N × G all-
zero sub-matrix. The received block symbol in Eq. (3) is then
represented as

rzp = HzpFHs+ v, (4)

where we first partition the channel matrix asHt = [Hzp H̃]
with theP×N sub-matrixHzp representing the IBI free chan-
nel matrix and theP×G block H̃ representing the channel sub-
matrix that produces IBI due to the previous transmit block.
Since thisH̃ multiplies the all zero sub-matrix ofCzp the
received signal is represented as in Eq. (4).Hzp is thus aP×N
banded Toeplitz matrix with[h0, h1, . . . , hL−1,0(1×P−L)]

T as
its first column. For single carrier-ZP, and it can be shown that

rsc = Hzps+ v,

Hzp = FH
P DΦ,

whereFP is a DFT matrix with[FP ]n,k = (1/
√

P )e−j2πkn/P ,
D is the resultant diagonal channel matrix in frequency domain
and Φ can be interpreted as a precoding matrix composed
of the first N columns ofFP thus having a Vandermonde
structure. However, for ZP-OFDM,

FP rzp = FH
P DVs + FP v,

yields a similar interpretation as a precoded OFDM system
in [1] but with a precoding matrixV such that[V]p,q =
N−1∑

k=0

e−j2πk(p/P−q/N).

At first glance, the MMSE-ZF equalizer(HH
zpHzp)

−1HH
zp

that achieves full diversity for ZP-OFDM seems to have a huge

computational complexity due to the large matrix inversion
problem. However, a simple yet insightful observation leads
to reduced complexity implementation of MMSE-ZF equalizer
for ZP-OFDM. Compare the channel matrix of CP-OFDM
with N + L subcarriers and a cyclic prefix of lengthL, with
that of a ZP-OFDM system withP = N + L. After CP
removal the equivalent channel matrix for CP-OFDM is a
P × P circulant matrixHcp with the P × N banded Toeplitz
matrix Hzp representing the equivalent channel matrix of the
ZP-OFDM system withP = N + L embedded in it. In other
words we can partitionHcp as Hcp = [Hzp H0]. We know
that FHcpF

H
= Λ is a diagonal matrix.F is the associated

normalized(N +L)-DFT matrix. From the above relation, we
have

F
H

(ΛH
Λ)−1F = (HH

cpHcp)
−1 (5)

[
A B

B
H

C

]−1

=

[
HH

zpHzp HH
zpH0

HH
0 Hzp HH

0 H0

]−1

(6)

The block matrix of the RHS of the equation can be inverted
using the following identity [3]

[
A

−1 + E∆
−1E

H −E∆
−1

−∆
−1E

H
∆

−1

]
, (7)

where ∆ = C − B
H

A
−1

B and E = A
−1

B. By first
constructingF

H
(ΛH

Λ)−1F and extracting the appropriate
matrix blocks corresponding toQ = A−1 + E∆

−1EH ,
−E∆

−1, ∆
−1 and ∆E

H the MMSE-ZF equalizer can be
reconstructed as

(HH
zpHzp)

−1HH
zp = (Q − E∆

−1.∆.∆−1E
H)HH

zp, (8)

The total effort required for matrix inversion is thus reduced
to inversion of the diagonal matrix(ΛH

Λ) and theL × L
matrix ∆

−1 thereby significantly reducing the complexity of
MMSE-ZF equalizer.

1) Discussion :In [4] an alternative closed form expression
for MMSE-ZF equalizer is presented for the ZP case. The
equalizer proposed by the author consists of two terms. The
first corresponds to equalization similar to that for single-
carrier cyclic prefix (SC-CP) while the second term can be
interpreted as a correction term for ZP. Ignoring addition
operations, the computational complexity of this equalizer is
slightly greater than the equalizer implementation we pro-
pose here since it requires2P more multiplications and one
O(P log L) operation more than our proposed implementation.

B. Cyclic Prefixed ZP-OFDM

We now introduce a new variation of ZP-OFDM with the
goal of achieving full multipath diversity with low-complexity
linear equalization at the receiver. The scheme exploits knowl-
edge of channel length at the transmitter to split the available
guard interval into a cyclic prefixed-interval and a zero-padded
postfix instead of relegating the entire guard interval to a cyclic
prefix or trailing zeros. Consider a guard intervalG > L
available at the transmitter, after the N-point IDFT, aL-
length cyclic prefix is added tõs = FHs. The resultant



N + L length vector is then extended toP by appending
et = P −N −L zeros. We will see later in the section that it
is precisely this excess time that allows the receiver to achieve
full diversity. The post-IDFT processing at the transmitter can
then be represented by the block matrixCzc = [Ccp 0]T .
Where Ccp is L-length CP insertion matrix and0 is an all
zero matrix withet rows. This leads us to the transmit signal
representation

x = CzcFHs, (9)

At the receiver, after discarding theL-length CP of the
received signalr , the N + et-length inputỹ to the equalizer
can be represented as

ỹ = DzcHtCzcFHs+ ṽ, (10)

whereDzc = [0(N+et)×L I (N+et)×(P−L)] represents the CP
removal operation. The resultant equivalent channel is given
by

Hzc=




h0 0 · · · hL−1 · · · h1

h1 h0 · · · · · · · · · h2

...
... · · · · · · · · · · · ·

...
...

... · · · · · · hL−1

hL−1 hL−2 · · · 0 · · · 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . 0

0
. . . hL−1

. . .
. . . h0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

0 0 0 0 0 hN+et−1




(11)
and can be represented as a block matrixHzc = [Hc He]

T .
Hc is a square circulant matrix withN rows andHe is the
time-domain channel matrix corresponding to the excess time
and is sparse upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix of dimension
et × N . ỹ can equivalently be represented as

ỹ =

[ ˜̃y
ye

]
=

[
Hc

He

]
FHs+

[ ˜̃v
ṽe

]
, (12)

We now note thatHc is diagonalizable by an IDFT operation.
The reason for diagonalization is simple. Equalization at this
stage involves, among other things, inversion ofHH

zcHzc which
is computationally intensive. Transformation ofHc with DFT
on the other hand lends a unique structure to the channel
matrix making it apredominantly diagonalmatrix. Standard
linear algebra then reduces the computational complexity of
the resultant matrix inversion to a very low order. With this
in mind, we process̃̃y with a DFT while retainingye as is.
Representing this operation byJ, we arrive at the following
equivalent receive signal representation.

y = Jỹ (13)

=

[
FHcFH

HeFH

]
s+ v (14)

=

[
D

He

]
s+ v = Hs+ v (15)

The MMSE-ZF equalizer in this case is given byG =
(HHH)−1HH . The pre-processing pay-off now starts to
become obvious. Note thatH is a rank-et modification to
a strictly diagonalD. The inversion effort of this matrix can
therefore be reduced significantly by expressing it in the form

(HHH)−1 = (HH
e He + DHD)−1, (16)

Let A = DHD, B = HH
e , C = Iet

and D = He. Now,
applying theMatrix Inversion Lemma1, the matrix inversion
effort is reduced to that of inverting anet × et matrix
(C−1 + DA−1B)−1. Though this involves an inversion ofA,
this inversion is also of low complexity since it is a diagonal
matrix. Thus complexity of the equalizer is significantly re-
duced. The fact that linear equalization in this case achieves
full diversity is explained by the ”triangular” structure of
He which ensures full column rank of the matrix and thus
provides full diversity. Assuming input symbols are white with
varianceσ2

a, one can also do a similar treatment for the MMSE
estimator. The MMSE estimator for the transmit signals given
y is then given byRsyR−1

yy and the equalizer can be expressed
asGmmse = (HH

H + σ2
v/σ2

aI)−1H
H .

C. CP-OFDM

Consider again a guard intervalG > L available at the
transmitter, after the N-point IDFT, aG-length cyclic prefix is
added tõs = FHs. The post-IDFT processing at the transmitter
can then be represented by the matrixCcp.This leads us to the
transmit signal representation

x = CcpFHs, (17)

At the receiver, instead of discarding the entire CP, only the
first L samples of the received signalr are discarded. The
N +et-length input̃y to the equalizer can then be represented
as

ỹ = DcpHtCcpFHs+ ṽ, (18)

whereDcp represents the removal ofL-samples from CP. The
resultant equivalent channel can be represented as a block
matrix Hcp = [He Hs]

T . Hs is a square circulant matrix with
N rows and corresponds to the equivalent matrix for full CP-
removal.He is the time-domain channel matrix corresponding
to the excess time present in CP. Similar to the case of cyclic-
prefixed ZP-OFDM̃y can equivalently be represented as

ỹ =

[
ye
˜̃y

]
=

[
He

Hs

]
FHs+

[
ṽe

˜̃v

]
, (19)

We then process̃̃y with a N -point DFT while retainingye as
is. Representing this operation byJc, we arrive at the following
equivalent receive signal representation.

y = Jcỹ (20)

=

[
HeFH

FHsFH

]
s+ v (21)

= Hcs+ v (22)

1(A + BCD)−1 = A−1 − A−1B(C−1 + DA−1B)−1DA−1



The MMSE estimator for the transmit signals giveny is then
given byRsyR−1

yy and the equalizer can be expressed asGc =

(HH
c Hc + σ2

v/σ2
aI)−1HH

c As in the case of cyclic-prefixed
ZP-OFDM, here too, the equalizer can be implemented with
low complexity by exploiting the structure ofHc. By using
excess time in CP, the resultant equalizer is able to show a
better BER performance. The equalizer however, has diversity
order-1 in frequency selective channels due to the fact thatHe

in this case loses rank ifanyfading coefficient of the multipath
is zero.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we provide numerical results and compare
diversity order with linear equalization at the receiver for
frequency selective channels based on the outage probability
analysis. For frequency selective channels, we compare the
performance of CP-OFDM with MMSE equalization, ZP-
OFDM with MMSE-ZF equalizer which is known to achieve
full diversity and the special case of ZP-OFDM introduced
in Sec. III-B with the proposed equalizer. Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations are carried out for a fixed transmission rate over a
6-tap sample-spaced channel with equal power in all taps
and each tap fading independently. The resulting SINR for
an arbitrary, fixed subcarrier is computed. When this SINR
is not able to support transmission at the predefined rate,
channel is declared to be in outage. The slope of the outage
probability curve is then used to estimate the diversity order
of the receiver. In Fig. 1, we plot the outage probability for
these three cases for the above simulation setup. We note
that the slope of the outage probability for ZP-OFDM is
greater than that of CP-OFDM system which is not surprising
since CP-OFDM system, in the absence of any redundant
precoding is not able to exploit multipath diversity present
in the channel. The performance of cyclic prefixed ZP-OFDM
with low complexity linear equalization for 3 different values
of et clearly indicates that aset approachesL, the diversity
of the system also approachesL. In other words, the system
is able exploit the available excess time to provide multipath
diversity with linear equalization. Whenet = L the system
thus enjoys full multipath diversity! In Fig. 2 we compare
the performance of conventional MMSE equalization in CP-
OFDM that does not exploit excess time present in the CP
with that of the equalizer that exploits this excess time. The
BER is seen to improve, however, as mentioned earlier, the
diversity order of the equalizer is 1.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To benefit from low complexity equalization and also ex-
ploit multipath diversity, CP-OFDM systems incur a loss in
spectral efficiency due redundant linear precoding in addition
to the loss due to the presence of an un-used guard interval.
On the other hand, we show here that it is indeed possible to
achieve full diversity with low complexity linear equalization
in ZP-OFDM in frequency selective channels. Receivers ex-
ploiting excess timein CP show better BER performance with
only a slight increase in complexity compared to conventional
equalizers that do not exploit CP but do not provide any
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Fig. 1. Outage Probability results for frequency selective channels.
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diversity benefits. If the transmitter exploits channel length
information, it can use a combination of ZP and CP to
allow receivers to achieve varying diversity orders with linear
equalizers depending on the excess time available at the
transmitter.
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